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 The changes are mainly polishing related - no new features have been added. If you are running an earlier version of Scrabble
GO, you will receive an update notification to install the latest version. (Please remember that any save data in your current

version is not touched.) If you are in need of a manual update, go to Scrabble Go Settings > General > Manual update. What's
New? =========== A few notable new features: - Bugfixes for the Scoreboard, - Support for Zwitterion maps - Achievement

Maps - Support for buildings/emoji via custom tiles - Games can now be defined as multi-player with Teams - Multiple new
layouts for conventional word list support - The auto-generated options have been improved **P.S.:** - Check out the feature
updates on for more details Changes ======= Hotfixes -------- - Fixed a crash on the scoring page Change Log ==========

v1.23 ---- * Make Scoreboard visible in Free and Learn Scrabble for all players * Added Settings for the Scoreboard * Add
Support for Zwitterion maps * Add Achievement map support * Support custom buildings/emoji * Add option to save tiles
from the custom map list as an optional folder * Add option to save tiles from the custom word list as an optional folder *

Improve auto-generated options * Automatically add options for different categories if there are multiple map and wordlists *
Improved scoring page UI * Improved BoardUI v1.22 * Support for '~' * Support for custom wordlists v1.21 * Workaround for

crashes * Automatic detection of the required font * Automatic detection of the needed icons v1.20 * Support for different
language options * Update to font of UI v1.19 * Options to save the custom wordlist and map files in the application files *

Options to save the saved maps/wordlists in a folder (with optional selection of default game mode) * Improved the Option for
saving the custom wordlist and map files in the settings * 520fdb1ae7
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